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RCEP NEGOTIATIONS CONTINUE TO GRIND: Significant progress toward finalising the ASEAN + 6 FTA failed 
to emerge from last week’s 28th negotiating round in Vietnam. Japanese media reported Trade Ministers 
from the 16 economies will now meet in Bangkok on October 12 in a bid to progress the slow negotiations. 
 
AUSTRALIA PURSUES MINERAL PROCESSING INVESTMENT: The Government this week published a new 
report highlighting the potential for Australia to become a major exporter of critical minerals products. 
Trade Minister Birmingham said there were huge export opportunities in key markets such as the US. 
 
TENSIONS UNSETTLE GLOBAL TRADE OUTLOOK: The World Trade Organization has slashed its forecast 
for global trade growth as escalating tensions slow economic growth. The WTO this week forecast world 
merchandise trade volume to grow by only 1.2% in 2019. This compares to a 2.6% forecast in April. 
 
NEW EU TRADE BOSS COMMITS TO ANZAC FTA AGREEMENTS: Newly appointed EU Trade Commissioner 
Hogan intends to deliver FTA agreements with Australia and New Zealand. The former Agriculture 
Commissioner told the European Parliament he would seek to conclude ongoing negotiations for the FTAs. 
 
INDIA FACES BIG WTO DEFEAT: India’s comprehensive suite of export subsidies are about to be ruled in 
breach of global trade rules by a WTO Dispute Panel. This follows a complaint by the US. Indian media 
reported this week the ruling will be published on October 10. India is expected to appeal the decision. 
 
AUSTRALIAN STATE SIGNS UP WITH SAO PAULO: The Victorian Government this week signed an MoU 
with Sao Paulo in a bid to boost trade and investment. State Trade Minister Pakula said the MoU would 
enable Victorian companies to use Sao Paulo as a landing pad into Brazil, the world’s 9th largest economy. 
 
NEW ZEALAND SEEKS TO BOOST FIJI TRADE: Trade Minister Parker was in Fiji this week where he was 
seeking to boost business and trade links between the two economies. Fiji is New Zealand’s 19th largest 
trading partner with annual exports in goods and services of more than $700 million. 
 
AUSTRALIAN BANKER HIGHLIGHTS TRADE RISKS: Following this week’s cut in official interest rates to a 
record low 0.75%, Reserve Bank Governor Lowe said it was understandable in the face of global trade and 
technology disputes that firms were waiting before proceeding with costly investment decisions. 
 
KOREA SLAMS JAPAN: Korea has hit out at Japan’s 90-day old export controls saying the required 
documentation was similar to economies under UN arms embargoes. It said no approvals had been 
granted for liquid hydrogen fluoride for semiconductors with Japan repeatedly seeking more documents. 
 
INDIA LOOKS TO SLOW OPTICAL FIBRE IMPORTS: India has commenced a safeguard investigation into 
imported single mode optical fibre. The WTO allows temporary restrictions on if rising imports of the 
product are found to be causing or threatening to cause serious injury to domestic producers. 
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